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Editor’s Note
Editor’s Note

I welcome dear readers to the 173rd issue 
of CJ and wish you all a very happy 127th 
Anniversary of our beloved organization! 

Indeed, it’s a very proud moment for us as we 
mark our 127th Anniversary. We belong to one 
the oldest organizations which dates back to 
the 1890. Over the years Maldives Customs 
Service has evolved in from Bandaara Fihaara 
to “Athiree-farumeytu” and later to “Customs”. 
On November 13, 1998 Customs was renamed 
as  Maldives Customs Service. Our Uniform, 
Customs Nidha , Customs Flag and  Badge are 
attributes along with many that we flaunt with 
deep respect and pride. The recorded history 
of Maldives Customs is traced to 1890, although 
government export / import tax administrative 
infrastructure was functional long before that. 
It is also worth to acknowledge that MCS is the 
biggest contributor to the National Treasury.

We started our anniversary celebrations 
with a Special Flag Hoisting Ceremony 
early in the morning of 18th July,2017. 
The Chief Guest of the ceremony was 
Minister of Home Affairs Honorable Azleen 
Ahmed. Along with the Head Office, all the 
Regional Customs offices held Flag Hoisting 
Ceremony to mark the auspicious occasion. 

As we mark this jubilant occasion I believe that 
the most important aspect to look at it is through 
our accomplishments and advancements. We 
have come a long way in terms of advancement 
to technology and human resources. We have 
moved from filing tons of paper documents for 
years to a completely digital documentation  
and archiving process. Our Declaration forms 
are digitized and iPads are being used for 
cargo examination. Importers no longer have 
to queue up to get their day to day activities 
done. Online payment through Customs portal 
opened a path way for people to complete 
their transactions from anywhere in the world. 

The biggest asset to any organization is the 
people in it. Staff development and training 
is a major area of importance that developed 
immensely over the years. International and 
local trainings are carried out throughout the 
year in the Customs Academy. Officers are 
encouraged to develop their skills, aim for higher 

goals and improve themselves academically. 

As much as our officers are encouraged to go 
higher up the ladder academically, MCS has open 
pathways for officers to excel in sports and other 
aspects of life. We have national level sports 
stars in our organization. Customs Recreation 
Club organizes various sports and recreation 
events throughout the year which boosts 
positivity and team spirit among all of us. These 
activities knit us all together as ONE FAMILY!

Marking the 127th year of service, we stand 
proud at the border of the Country, protecting 
our citizens and enhancing economy. In 
enforcing the law of the land we stand attentive 
and vigilant towards any suspicious behavior. 

Flip through the pages to find out more 
information on the events that made headlines 
in the past month. Happy reading everyone! 

 aishath.wilny@customs.gov.mv

  

 

Aishath Willinee
Editor
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Under the CG Directive (Ref: 32/2017), following appointments have been assigned effective from 15th July 2017. 

Deputy Section Head of Legal Affairs:  Chief Customs Officers Uz.  Ibrahim Rasheed

Transfers and Appointments 

DIRECTIVES
Aishath Wilny
Chief Customs Officer

Customs Procedures on Process and Goods 
Clearance under the Risk Management System

The Customs Procedures on Transit Cargo has been issued  under the CG Directive 34/2017 (Ref: (2017/U-004))

The purpose of this Directive is to set process and procedures on transit cargo that are destined to the Regional 
Customs established across the Country. 

Customs Procedures on Transit of Goods under 
Customs Control

The Guideline on declaration process and goods clearance under Risk  Management System has been revised in the 
Commissioner General’s directive 35/2017(Ref: (2016/U-IN-001(1)).

The purpose of this Directive is to inform importers, exporters and Customs staff on the recent amendments brought 
to the existing Risk Management Procedures.  According to the Risk Management System, Goods Declaration and 
Relase process will go through 3 channels; Green Channel, Yellow Channel and Red Channel instead of 4 Channels 
mentioned in the previous RM Procedures.
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ENFORCEMENT
Mohamed Moosa
Customs Officer II

Major achievements - Investigation

As we celebrated our 127th Anniversary on 18th July 2017, it is noteworthy to mention the enforcement efforts 
of Customs. In addition to the seizure of 57kg of Psychoactive and Narcotic Drugs , 84% of the cases sent for 
investigation have been completed. These included under-valuation and classification related cases and staff 

related administrative as well. In this regard, during the past year between 18th July 2016 and 18th July 2017,  total of 
196 cases were registered for investigation from out of which 84% of cases have been completed. This was achieved 
due to the expedited process introduced for internal investigation. 

All cases  submitted for the period, relating to administrative measures of staff have also been investigated.  Imports 
averaging $100 million in value per day, there is relatively higher possibility to fraudulent actions while in the export 
and import process. With regard to forged documents and other import/export process related commercial frauds, 51 
cases were sent for investigation.

It is noteworthy that almost two-third of the total number of cases submitted for investigation were categorized as 
criminal offense. Most of these cases were related to seizure of narcotics drugs and other prohibited or restricted 
items. Out of the 127 criminal related cases submitted, 94% of the cases have been processed while only 8 cases are 
ongoing.

After ratification of Customs Act 8/2011, Customs is empowered to take actions in accordance with the law and 
regulations and to initiate investigations on its own. Customs is also empowered to request the Prosecutor General to 
initiate prosecution on cases it deems so required.
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On 06th July, Assistant Commissioner of Customs 
Ismail Nashid and Deputy Chief Superintendent 
Fathimath Mohamed attended “129th – 130th 

WCO Council Session” held in Brussels, Belgium. 

WCO Council Session is the annual meeting of the 
Organization’s supreme decision making body. 
Discussions were focused on  several key issues including; 
trade facilitation, customs tax cooperation, WCO security 
initiatives, combatting illicit financial flows, WCO Mercator 
Programme, capacity building, research and sharing of 
intelligence and information, importance of data analysis 
and other technology related trade management tools 
in addition to the challenges and opportunities from a 
Customs Perspective.

Moreover, WCO members portrayed the road map 
for the forthcoming period to ensure the effective 
performance of Customs performance through shaping 
WCO structures and new appointments.

The WCO Secretary General Kunio Mikuriya also penned 
three MoUs in the presence of Council members which 
includes ‘WCO Regional Customs Laboratory in Mexico’, 
WCO Regional Dog Training Centre (RDTC) in Ankara’ and 
‘WCO RDTC in the United States’.

Since the inaugural session in 1952 with only 17 members, 

it has grown to become a vital player of international 
trade landscape with over 180 members in 2017 as it 
celebrated its 65th Anniversary at a special reception.

Incidentally, the winner of WCO Photo Competition was 
won by a photo of Kyrgyzstan Customs which portrayed 
a Customs Officer checking the shipping documents 
of a truck at Torugart, the Kyrgyz-Chinese road border 
crossing point at 3550 metres above sea level. The 
competition was participated by Customs Organizations  
around the World including MCS, in which the winner was 
selected by Country Delegation’s voting.

Mr. Ismail Nashid and Dr. Fathimath Mohamed returned 
back from the meeting on the 11 July 2017.

TRAININGS - INTERNATIONAL

129th – 130th WCO Council Session, Belgium 

Mohamed Moosa
Customs Officer II
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Seminar on APC by Schneider Electric, India 

On 10th July, Superintendent Ibrahim Naaif and 
Senior Customs Officer Grade 1 Nasihu Nasir 
attended “Seminar on APC by Schneider Electric” 

held in Bangalore, India. The trip was funded by Roseware 
Cooperation Pvt. Ltd.

The aim of this trip was to discuss about how APC by 
Schneider Electric can transform Maldives Customs 

Service’s information technology infrastructure and 
contribute to the ever demanding external environment. 
Furthermore, interactive demonstrations on how the APC 
solutions could solve critical work environment problems 
were provided.

Mr. Ibrahim Naaif and Mr. Nasihu Nasir returned back 
from the meeting on the 13 July 2017.

WCO Asia Pacific Regional Workshop on Small 
Arms and Light Weapons (SALWs), Australia 

On 17th July, Senior Superintendent Ibrahim Mafaz 
attended “WCO Asia Pacific Regional Workshop 
on Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALWs)” held 

in Melbourne, Australia. The Workshop was sponsored 
by Japanese Customs Cooperation Fund (CCF/Japan) and 
conducted in cooperation with the ROCB Asia/Pacific 
and Australian Department of Immigration and Border 
Protection (DIBP). In addition, a resource person from 
the WCO provided immense contribution to make the 
workshop a success.

The illicit trade of SALWs have been referred as “weapons 
of daily destruction” by the former UN Secretary General 
highlighting the depth of the issue. Illicitly traded and 
diverted SALWs accounting to social instability and 
fueling conflicts and extremist activities, hence requiring 

urgent attention. 

Therefore, the aim of this workshop was to raise 
awareness among Customs, contribute to increase 
public security and to examine Member administrations 
enforcement efforts in tackling the issue. Customs is the 
primary government agency that has the access and 
authority to monitor cross-border movement of goods 
at import, export, in transit or transshipment points and 
is empowered to conduct audits in Customs controlled 
zones.

Mr. Mafaz returned back to work from the workshop on 
the 22nd July 2017.

Group Photo: Participants of WCO Asia Pacific Regional Workshop on Small Arms and Light Weapons, Australia
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TRAININGS - LOCAL
Fathimath Sidhrath
Assistant  Customs Officer 

Customs Officers and Executives took part in the practical 
sessions of the Fire & Rescue Awareness Sessions 
conducted by Maldives National Defense Force Fire and 

Rescue team. 

These sessions were held at Fire and Rescue Training School in 
VilliMale’ on 8th July 2017. It was divided into 3 sessions and each 
session was held for 1 hour. Total 48 officers participated in these 
sessions.

The Practical Sessions provided officers with the knowledge, 
skill and confidence to use the fire safety equipment within their 
workplace and home during an emergency. The program covered 
demonstrating the use of a portable fire extinguisher – both CO2 
and water – plus the effective and safe use of a fire blanket.

Fire & Rescue Awareness Program 
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Security Management Training for MCS 
and MPL staff 

Training Program on “Security Management” was held in 
the Customs Building from 11th July to 17th July 2017. The 
aim of the program was to provide security management 

information for staff of Customs and Maldives Ports Limited.

The week-long Training Program was intended to strengthen 
security management and surveillance at the border. The 
program was facilitated by the Maldives Customs Service 
(MCS), Maldives National Defense Force (MNDF) and Maldives 

Police Service (MPS).

Qira’at Course Level - 1 

Customs Recreation Club (CRC) in association with “Quran 
and Sunnah” has started Qira’at  Course Level 1 for staff . 
The duration of the Course is 2 Months.

The Course which began on July 9th 2017, is held in the Evening 
from Sunday to Thursday between 20:30-22:20 at Customs 
Academy.  

The purpose of this Course is to provide knowledge and encourage 
staff to recite Quran is proper manner as prescribed in the Quran 
and Sunnah.
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Mohamed Moosa
Customs Officer II

EVENTS

Maldives Customs Service  celebrates its 127th Anniversary. The celebration began with a special flag hoisting 
ceremony held in the morning on 18th July 2017  in front  of  Customs Building. The Chief Guest of the 
Ceremony Minister of Home Affairs Honorable Azleen Ahmed hoisted the National Flag, while Commissioner 

General of Customs Mr. Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed hoisted the Customs Flag. 

Speaking at the ceremony Minister Azleen Ahmed highlighted that Customs is an institution with a long history 
and that as gatekeepers of the nation customs provide a very important service to the nation in terms of border 
protection and trade facilitation. He also highlighted that the success and strength of key institutions such as these 
lies in the commitment and loyalty of its employees. In this regard he thanked the officers of the past and present for 
their commendable service in bringing the organization to where it is today. He extended his heartfelt greetings and 
felicitations of the occasion to the President of the Maldives Honorable Abdulla Yameen Abdul Gayoom, Customs staff 
of the past, present and their families, and to every member of the public who receives the services of Customs.

Addressing to the staff, Commissioner General highlighted on the milestones the organisation has achieved over the 
years and appreciated the work ethics, honesty and integrity of the staff which has led to this day.

A special prayer for the occasion was also said in the ceremony. The payer was led by ah’ Shaikh Yoosuf Hussain. Apart 
from the Head Office, the Flag Hoisting Ceremony was held at Customs offices established at various parts of the 

country.

Maldives Customs Service Celebrated its 
127th Anniversary
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There was a time each and every thing that crossed 
the borders were checked manually by us; 
traditionally known as the gatekeepers. Certainly 

things have changed and those practices have now been 
flexed into better versions of “gatekeeping”.  Now, not only 
do we carry out control mechanisms and inspections on 
whether any illicit goods are smuggled into the country, 
but now our mandate also includes creating a fair balance 
between control and trade facilitation. Trade has always 
been the very fundamental reasons of our country’s 
survival.

Yes, we live in a country where we are very much 
dependent on trade, especially imports, mainly due to 
the limited resources we have. Therefore, in order to 
satisfy our needs, we are not left with many choices 
other than importing from other countries. 

Sadly, due to globalization and our need to import the 
required goods to meet our ends,  and due the increasing 
volume of import shipments, chances of smuggling  illicit 
goods such as, narcotic drugs, restricted and prohibited 
goods shall not be ruled out. Like any other border law 
enforcement agency, Maldives Customs Service exists 
in order to establish and carryout proper approaches 
through which such unlawful acts could be stopped.   

Anyhow, many people raise questions regarding why 
the goods imported are not being examined fully. What 
they fail to note is with the increase of importation, the 
requirement of human resources and the time consumed 
for such bullet-proof examination. Therefore, the 

approach used, as in other developed Customs, is through 
the Risk Management System, resources are utilized to 
concentrate more on the high risk consignments, so that 
more facilitated and expedited arrangements could be 
made for consignments of compliant traders. Most likely 
the chances of illicit trade taking place increases as the 
import rises as well. 

Obviously, this isn’t a problem that we can solve through 
never-ending discussions on how we could possibly 
solve this problem. Law making bodies, law enforcement 
bodies, government organizations, independent 
organizations and many other different agencies put 
much effort into solving this issue already. They make 
stricter laws hoping to create deterrence in the hearts 
of the people so they resist committing such crimes. 
They also make sure that these laws are steadfastly 
implemented. Studies and surveys are conducted each 
and every year and statistical analyses are being made 
to keep track of it.  

Without any doubt, continuous efforts are being made 
at all the levels in order to manage the risk that stands 
before us. The responsibility rests not only on the hands 
of an organization or an institution alone but also on the 
shoulders of every citizen residing in this country.  If you 
as the responsible citizen feel or get information of any 
wrong doing at the border, please come forward and 
share that with us, through our toll free 1416. You all can 
contribute and be a partner in border protection.

Shifna Waheedh
Assistant Customs Officer 
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SPORTS
Mohamed Moosa
Customs Officer III

Team Sarujan from Sea Cargo Examination Section 
lifted the Trophy of 1st Inter-section Beach Volley 
Tournament (Men Division) of Customs Recreation 

Club (CRC) after beating Passenger Clearance Section. The 
Women Category was crowned by the Passenger Clearance 
beating Team Sarujan in the final.

In the Men Division of the Tournament, Team Sarujan 
completed an unbeaten run to claim the trophy in which 
9 teams competed in 2 groups. Team Sarujan played 
outstanding against the Cargo Ekuverin while an inspired 
performance from Mohamed Sadiq of Passenger Clearance 
punished the Tariff and Finance Team to seal a place in the 
Finals.

It was Passenger Clearance who made an energetic start 
to the Final match after being on the lead with two sets in 
their hand in a race to 3 contest. However, it was Sarujan 
who fought back and came from behind to deny the tiring 
Passenger Clearance Team.

In the Women Division, it was the other way around as 
Passenger Clearance proved to be too strong for the 
oppositions. Total five 5 teams competed in the Division in 
league format before the top two teams played made it to 
the finals. Team Sarujan joined Passenger Clearance in the 
Finals before surrendering to Second Place.

Mohamed Sadiq (704) of Passenger Clearance, Mohamed 
Faisal (545) from Sarujan and Ahmed Abdulla (910) from 
S. Tariff & Finance were named as Best 3 players of Men 
Division while Aminath Nazra (1172) and Aminath Zeena 
(525) from Passenger Processing and Aishath Yashfa (816) 
from Team Sarujan made it to Top 3 players in Women 
Division.

Team Sarujan and Team Passenger Clearance 
share glory in 1st CRC Beach Volley Tournament

127th Anniversary Sports Festival
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Already grabbing couple of silverware in the 
First Event of the 127th Anniversary Sports 
Festival, Team Sarujan never failed to add to 

their Trophy Cabinet after claiming the Champions 
Trophy of 2nd CRC Inter-Section Carrom Tournament 
after beating Inte ‘N’ SO X-Team. In the Women 
Division, Inte ‘N’ SO registered their first trophy 
of Sports Festival after found to be too strong for 
S.Tariff & Finance B Team.

The 2-day Tournament was played from 24th to 25th 
of July 2017. CRC Chairperson and Commissioner 
General of Customs Mr. Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed 
inaugurated the event with other Executives of 
Maldives Customs Service.

After the immediate completion of the successful 
Beach Volley Tournament, the massive turnout in 
the 2nd CRC Inter-Section Carrom Tournament 
added to eagerly awaited 127th Anniversary Sports 
Festival’s accomplishments. Amazingly 147 officers 
registered in 21 teams too part in ‘Strike and Pocket’ 
indoor table game.                 

Ali Mahir (417) and Hamid Faisal (932) from Inte ‘N’ SO 
X-Team, Ibrahim Thaufeeq (287) and Ibrahim Razeef 
(1068) of Team Air Cargo made it to Best 4 players 
in Men Category while Aminath Nazra (1172) from 
Passenger processing along with Aminath Waheeda 
(433), Uthsiyya Thaufeeq (74) and Zuleykha Nabeela 
(642) were named as Best players in Women 
Category.

Sarujan adds to their trophy 
cabinet while Inte ‘N’ SO lifts 
their first trophy
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Although Team Sarujan continues their supreme 
run of success in the 127th Anniversary Sports 
Festival, it was their counterparts of Seaport 

Division who made it to the ultimate Prize in 1st CRC 
Inter-Section Table Tennis Tournament. Team Sarujan 
was outclassed by the Team Pending Doc from Sea 
Cargo Documentation as they made history in the 
Tournament.

Tournament was held from 30th to 31st July 
2017 at Meerubahuru Maalam of Maldives 
Customs Service. The Commissioner 
General himself along with other Executives 
participated in the Tournament as “Team 
Executives” along with 12 other teams 
selected from various departments of the 
Customs.    

Mohamed Yameen (700) from Passenger 
Processing, Ahmed Safwath (291) and 
Aishath Yashfa (816) from Sarujan and 
Abdulla Yasir (889) from Pending Doc were 
named as the Team of the Tournament.

Seaport Operations Division 
shines at 1st CRC Inter-Section 
Table Tennis Tournament
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މީހަކަށް  ވަކި  ޖައްސާލައިގެން،  މީހަކާ  ވަކި 

އެކި ކަހަލަ ދުއްތުރާލާއި ފިއްތުންތައް ކުރިމަތިކުރުވުމާއި، 

އެކި  އަޅައި،  ހުރަސް  ދިރިއުޅުމަށް  އެމީހާ  ބިރުދައްކައި، 

އުޅެނީ  ކިޔައި  އިނގިރޭސިން  ކުރުމަކަށް  ގޯނާ  ކަހަލަ 

“ބުލީ” ކުރުމެވެ. ދިވެހިން ކިޔަނީ “ހަނގާ” ކުރުމެވެ.

ކުރެވެނީ  ބޭނުން  މިލަފްޒް  ޢާއްމުގޮތެއްގައި   

ޤަބޫލުކުރެވިފައި  ގިނަބަޔަކަށް  މާޙައުލުގައެވެ.  ސްކޫލު 

މަދަރުސީ  ހިނގަނީ  ހަމައެކަނި  ހަނގާކުރުން  އޮންނަނީ 

މިކަމަކީ  ޙަޤީޤަތަކީ  ނަމަވެސް  ދައުރުގައެވެ. 

ކަމެކެވެ.  އަންނަ  ހިނގަމުން  އޮފީސްމާޙައުލުގައިވެސް 

ފިކުރުގެ  އެކި  ޚިޔާލާއި  އެކި  މުޖުތަމައުގައި 

ދިރިއުޅެމުންދާއިރު،  އެކުގައި  މީހުން  ކަހަލަ  އެކި 

އެކަކު  މައްސަލައަކީ،  އެއް  ބޮޑު  އެންމެ  ދިމާވާ 

އުނދަގޫ  ދެނެގަންނަން  ތަފާތުތައް  ހުންނަ  އަނެކަކާ 

ނަމަވެސް،  ދެނެގަނެވުނު  އެތަފާތުތައް  ނުވަތަ،  ވުމެވެ. 

ނުކުޅެދުމެވެ. ޤަބޫލުކުރުމަށް  އެތަފާތުތައް 

ކޮންމެ މީހަކަށްވެސް ޤަބޫލުކުރެވިފައި އޮންނަނީ، 

ހުންނަ  ދެން  ކަމަށެވެ.  މީހާ  ރަނގަޅު  އެންމެ  ތިމާއީ 

މީހާއަކީ، ތިމާ ހިތް ރުހޭ މީހެއް ކަމުގައި ނުވާތީ، އެއީ 

ހުންނަ  ކިބައިގައި  ތިމާގެ  ގޮތުގައެވެ.  މީހެއްގެ  އައިބު 

ތަފާތު  ތިމާއާ  އަދި  ނުހުންނަ،  ހުނަރުތައް  ސިފަތަކާއި 

ގޮތުގައި  ތިމާއަށް ވުރެ ދެރަ ނިކަމެތި މީހެއްގެ  މީހާއަކީ 

ދައްކަން ވެސް  ޢަމަލުން  އެކަން  އަދި  ކުރެވެއެވެ.  ނަން 

ހަނގާކުރުމުގެ  އަނެކާ  މިވިސްނުމަކީ  ބޭނުންވެއެވެ. 

މަސައްކަތެވެ. ޢަމަލީ  މީގެ  އަންނަނީ  ދެން  ފެށުމެވެ. 

ފުރަތަމަ  އެންމެ  ކުރުން(  )ބުލީ  ކުރުން  ހަނގާ 

އިރު  ތުއްތު  ތެރޭގައި،  އާއިލާގެ  އަންނަނީ،  ފެށިގެން 

އެކުގައި ކުޅޭން އުޅޭ އެއް އުމުރުގެ ކުދިންގެ ތެރެއިންނެވެ. 

ދީގެން  ކުއްޖަކަށް  އެހެން  އެތި،  ކުޅޭ  އޮންނަ  އަތުގައި 

ބާރުގަދަކަން  ތިމާގެ  އަތުލައި،  ނަގައިފިނަމަ،  ނުވެއެވެ. 

ދައްކާލަން ޖެހެއެވެ.ދެން މިސިފައާއެކު ތިމާއަށް ނިކުމެވެނީ 

ބާރާއި  ތިމާގެ  ސްކޫލުގައި،  ސްކޫލަށެވެ.  ބޭރުތެރެއަށެވެ. 

ތިބޭ،  މަޑުމަޑުން  ދެއްކުމަށްޓަކައި،  ނުފޫޒުގަދަކަން 

ކިޔެވުމައިގެން އުޅޭ ކުދިންނާ އެކި ކަހަލަ ގޯނާ ކުރެވެއެވެ. 

އެއަށްފަހު އޮފީސް މާޙައުލުގައި މިސިފަދެއްކެއެވެ. 

ނިކަމެތި  ތިމާއަށްވުރެ  މާޙައުލުގައި  އޮފީސް  މިގޮތުން 

އެކިގޮތްގޮތުން  މީހުންނަށް  ބެލެވޭ  މުވައްޒަފުންކަމަށް 

Ahmed Shifau
Superintendent
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ބާވަތުގެ  އެކި  ހަނގާކުރުމުގައި  ހަނގާކުރެވެއެވެ. 

ޖައްސާލައި،  ގޮތުން  ޒާތީ  އެމީހުންނަށް  އުނދަގޫކޮށް، 

ގޮތުން  ޒާތީ  މިފަދައިން  ހެދެއެވެ.  ގޮވައި  ނަމުން  ނަން 

ބޭނުން  މީހުން  ހިނގާ  ނުފޫޒު  ތިމާގެ  ޖައްސާލައިގެން، 

ކޮށްގެން އަނެއް މުވައްޒަފަށް ގޯނާކޮށް ހެދުމަކީ، އެމުވައްޒަފުގެ 

ހަޔާތަށް އެކަމުގެ ނޭދެވޭ އަސަރުތައް ކުރާނެ ކަމަކަށެވެ. 

ވަނަ   2007 އިން  އިންޓަނޭޝަނަލް  ޒޯގްބީ 

ވިޔަފާރި  ޙަވާލާލީ  ސާރވޭއަކަށް  ހަދާފައިވާ  އަހަރު 

ގޮތުގައި  ހާމަކޮށްފައިވާ  އިން  ފޯބްސް  މަޖައްލާއެއްކަމަށްވާ 

އެމެރިކާގެ މަސައްކަތުގެ މާޙައުލުގެ 37 އިންސައްތަ ނުވަތަ 

54 މިލިއަން މަސައްއްކަތްތެރީންނަކީ އޮފީސް މާޙައުލުގައި 

މީހުންނެވެ.  ތިބޭ  ވެފައި  ޝިކާރައަށް  ހަނގާކުރުމުގެ 

ހަނގާކުރުމުގެ ނަތީޖާއަކީ މިކަމުގެ ޝިކާރައަކަށް 

ފަހަރު  ބައެއް  ފޫހިވެ،  ދިއުމަށް  އޮފީހަށް  ފަރާތް  ވާ 

ދުވަހަކު  ކޮންމެ  އަދި،  ފޫހިވެއެވެ.  މަތިން  ދިރިއުޅުން 

އޮފީހަށް ނިކުމެ ބައެއްގެ ދަށުވެ ގޯނާއާއި ދުއްތުރާ ލިބުމުގެ 

ބަދަލުގައި، އަމިއްލަ ފުރާނަ ނަގާލުމަކީވެސް މާ ރަނގަޅު 

“ޑިޕްރެޝަން”އަށް  މީހާ  މުޅި  ދެކި،  ގޮތުގައި  ކަމެއްގެ 

ޝިކާރައަށް  ބަލިބަލީގެ  އެކި  ނަފްސާނީ  އަދި  ދެއެވެ. 

ވަނަ   2007 އިން  އިންޓަނޭޝަނަލް  ޒޯގްބީ  ތިމާވެއެވެ. 

ހަނގާކުރުމުގެ  ވާގޮތުން  ގައި  ސާރވޭ  ހަދާފައިވާ  އަހަރު 

އިންސައްތަ   %45 ފަރާތްތަކުގެތެރެއިން  ވާ  ޝިކާރައަށް 

ސްޓްރެސްއާއި ގުޅުން ހުންނަ ނަފްސާނީ ބަލީގެ ޝިކާރައަށް 

ވެދެއެވެ. އަދި މިކަންކަމުން ހިތުގެ ބަލިތަކާއި ދިފާޢީ ނިޒާމް 

ބަލިކަށިވެ އެހެނިހެން ބަލިތަކަށް މީހާ ހުށަހެޅިގަނެއެވެ.

ސޭންޑީ  މަނިޓޯބާގެ  އޮފް  ޔުނިވާސިޓީ  ކެނެޑާގެ 

ޖޫލިއަން  އޮފް  ޔުނިވާސިޓީ  ކެނެޑާގެ  އަދި  ހަޝްކޮވިސް 

ބާރލިންގް ހެދި ދިރާސާގައި ހާމަވި މުޙިއްމު އެއްކަމަކީ ޖިންސީ 

ހަނގާކުރުމުން  މާޙައުލުގައި  މަސައްކަތުގެ  އަށްވުރެ  ގޯނާ 

މިގޮތުން  ބޮޑުކަމެވެ.  ގެއްލުން  ވާ  ވާފަރާތަށް  ޝިކާރައަށް 

ވަޒީފާގެ މާޙައުލުގައި ހަނގާކުރުމުން ޝިކާރައަށް ވާފަރާތް 

އަށަގަތުން  ވެސް  އެންޒައިޓީ  ފަރުވާކުޑަވުމާއި  ވަޒީފާއަށް 

ހާމަވިއެވެ. ދިރާސާއިން  މި  ވެގެންދާކަން  ނަތީޖާއަކަށް 

ބަލާލިކަމުގައި  މިކަންކަމަށް  މިހެންކަމުން 

ވީނަމަވެސް ހަނގާކުރުމަކީ އެކަމުގެ ސަބަބުން ހީނުކުރާފަދަ 

ގެއްލުންތަކެއްވާކަމެއްކަން އެނގެއެވެ. އަދި ހަމަ އެހެއްމެ 

ޒާތީ  މީސްމީހުންގެ  އަސަރުކޮށް  މީގެ  މުޖުތަމަޢުއަށް 

ދިރިއުޅުމަށް މިކަމުގެ ނޭދެވޭ އަސަރު ކުރެއެވެ. ނަތީޖާއަކީ 

އިޖްތިމާޢީ ބަލިމަޑުކަމެއް ގެ ހާއްޔަކަށް މުޖްތަމަޢު ބަދަލުވުމުގެ 

ފެށޭނީ  ބަދަލު  މިހެންކަމުން  މިކަންވުމެވެ.  އެއްސަބަބަށް 

އަޅުގަނޑުމެންގެ ކިބައިންކަމަށް ބުނާ ބީދައިން އަޅުގަނޑުމެން 

ނައްތާލަން  ބަލިތައް  އިޖްތިމާޢީ  މިބާވަތުގެ  ފަރުދީގޮތުން 

ޒިންމާއެކެވެ. އަޅުގަނޑުމެންގެ  ކުރުމަކީ  މަސައްކަތް 
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ބެރަކީ ވަރަށްޒަމާންވީ އެހެނަސް އޭގެ އަޑުއިވުމުން އަބަދުވެސް އަހާލަންފަސޭހަ މީހުންގެޝަޢުޤްވެރިކަން ކުޑަހިދުކޮޅެއްގެތެރޭ    

ބޮޑުބެރެވެ. އެވެސް  މިދެންނެވިބެރެވެ.  އެކައްޗަކީވެސް  ފަޅުފިލުވާލަދޭ  ކޮންމެއީދެއް  އެއްޗެކެވެ.  ދަމައިގަންނަ 

އަޙްމަދުޝަފީޤްއަކީ  އުފަންވި  ފުރަމާލެއަށް  ނުވަވަނަދުވަހު  މާރިޗްމަހުގެ  ސައުރަހައްތަރިވަނައަހަރު  އޮނަވިހިސަތޭކަ      

މެމުވައްޒަފެކެވެ.  އެހާމެމުރާލި  މީހުންނާއިގުޅޭ  ތަޢުލީމްޙާސިލްކޮށްފައިވާ  ކޮޅުބުން  މަޖީދިއްޔާސްކޫލާއި، 

މިއުޒިކާއި،ނެށުމަށްލޯބިކުރި  އޭނާގެޒުވާންއުމުރުގައި  އަކީ  “ސައްޕެ“  ޢާންމުނަމުންނަމަ  ނުވަތަ  އަޙްމަދުޝަފީޤް 

ޒުވާންއުމުރުގަ  އެންމެއުސްހަރުފަތްތައްގިރާކޮށް  ހުނަރާއިއެކު  ފުރިހަމަ  ބޮޑުބެރުގެ  ވަރަށްހުނަރުވެރިފަންނާނެކެވެ. 

އެކެވެ.  ޚިދުމަތްތެރި  ހިންގާފައިވާ  ވަރަށްގިނަހަރަކާތްތައް  ތަމްސީލްކުރުމުގެ  ދިވެހިރާއްޖެ  ބޭރުދުނިޔޭގައި 

ވަޒީފާއެއްހޯދުމުގެ  ގުޅުނީ  ކަސްޓަމްސްގެވަޒީފާއާއި  ހަތަރުވަނަދުވަހު  މޭމަހުގެ  ތިނެއް  ނުވަދިހަ  ނަވާރަސަތޭކަ       

އުޅުނު  ގެކައިރީގަ  އޭގެފަހުން  ޝަޢުޤްވެރިވެގެންނެވެ.  އެއަށް  ޔުނީފޯރމްފެނި  ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ  ތެރެއިން  މަސައްކަތްކުރުމުގެ 

ފުރުސަތުބޮޑުތަނެއްކަން  ކުރިޔަށްދިއުމުގެ  އެތަނަކީ  ހޯދުމުން  މަޢުލޫމާތު  ކަސްޓަމްސްއާއިބެހޭ  މީހެއްގެފަރާތުން  ކަސްޓަމްސް 

މަހަކު  މަސައްކަތުން  ނެށުމުގެ  ޖެހުމާއި،  ބޮޑުބެރު  ދިއުމުގެކުރިން  ވަޒީފާއަކަށް  ސިޓީލައިގެންވަޒީފާލިބުނީއެވެ.  އެނގުމުން 

-/3000 ދިވެހިރުފިޔާ  ލިބުނުނަމަވެސް، ކަސްޓަމްސް ގެވަޒީފާގަ ފުރަތަމަ ލިބުނު މުސާރައަކީ -/624 ރުފިޔާއެވެ. މުސާރަ 

މަޤްސަދުގައެވެ.  ދެމިހުރުމުގެ  ވަޒީފާއެއްގަ  ދާއިމީކޮށް  ވަޒީފާގަދެމިހުންނަށްނިންމީ  ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ  ކުޑަވިނަމަވެސް 

Mohamed Ibrahim (M.I)
Senior Customs Officer III
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     އުމުރުން އެންމެ 19 އަހަރުގަ ކަސްޓަމްސް ވަޒީފާއާއިގުޅުނުއިރު އޮފީސްތެރެއިން ނެށުމުގެފަންނުވެރިކަމުގަ ކުރިޔަށްދިއުމަށް 

ފުރުސަތުލިބުނުކަން ޝަފީޤް ފާހަގަ ކުރެއްވިއިރު، އަލްމަރުޙޫމް އިބްރާހީމްއަޙްމަދު )ގިނިދޮންބެ( ދެއްވިއިރުޝާދާއި، ކުރިޔަށްދިއުމަށް 

ވެދެއްވިއެހީތެރިކަން ފާހަގަކޮށް ޝުކުރު އަދާކުރެއްވިއެވެ. ޝަފީޤް ފާހަގަކުރެއްވިގޮތުން ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ ރަސްމީމަސައްކަތުގެ އިތުރުން އަހަރީ 

ޝޯވ ބޭއްވުމާއި، ހުރިހާ މުވައްޒަފުން ބައިވެރިވާގޮތަށް އަހަރީދަތުރު ދިއުމަކީ އޭރު އޮންނަ ވަރަށް ފޯރިގަދަހަރަކާތްތަކެކެވެ. 

     ކަސްޓަމްސް ވަޒީފާގަ ހޭދަކުރި 24 އަހަރުގެ ދިގުތާރީޚުގަ އަހްމަދުޝަފީޤްވަނީ އިނގިރޭސިވިލާތުގެ މިޑެލްޓަންގަ ހުންނަ 

އިންޓަރމީޑިއެޓްލެވެލްއަށް ޓެކްނީޝަން(  އެކައުންޓިން  އޮފް  ”އޭއޭޓީ“)އެސޯސިއޭޝަން  14މަސްދުވަހު  ކޮލެޖްގަ  ހޮޕްވުޑުހޯލް 

ޝަފީޤް  ބައިވެރިވެފައެވެ.  ސެމިނަރއެއްގަ  20ދުވަހުގެ  ޝަންހާއިކަސްޓަމްސްގަ  ޗައިނާގެ  މީގެއިތުރުން  ކިޔަވާވިދާޅުވެފައެވެ. 

ވިދާޅުވިގޮތުގައި “ކަސްޓަމްސް އަކީ ރަނގަޅަށް އިޚްލާސްތެރިކޮށް މަސައްކަތްކުރާމީހަކަން ވަރަށްހަބޭސްތަނެއް“ކަމަށެވެ.

     ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ ވަޒީފާގެ އިތުރުންޝަފީޤް ހިލޭސާބަހަށްކޮށްދޭ މަސައްކަތަކީވެސް ވަރަށްފާހަގަކޮށްލެވޭ މަސައްކަތެކެވެ. 

ޚިދުމަތްދެމުންނެވެ.  ފެޝިގެންއަންނަނީ  އަހަރުން   2009 މެންބަރެއްގެގޮތުގައި  މިގޮތުންރެޑްކްރެސެންޓް 

ދަސްކޮށްދިނުމަށްފެށި ފަސްޓްއެއިޑް  އޮފީސްކުދިންނަށް  އަކަށްއުޅުނުއިރު  ނައިބްރައީސް  ސީ.އާރު.ސީގެ  “އަޅުގަނޑު 

 2 މަސައްކަތްކުރިއިރު  ކްރައިސިސްގަ  ،ވޯޓަރ  އެއީ  މަސައްކަތެއް  ވަރަށްޝައުޤްވެރިވާ   ، ވަދެވުނީ  މަސައްކަތުގެތެރެއިން 

އޮންނަގޮތުން  މަސައްކަތް  އޮފީސް  މިހާރު  ބައިވެރިވަނީ.  އިވެންޓްތަކުގަ  ވަގުތުލިބޭވަރަކުން  އޮފީހުން   ، ގަޑިއިރުނިދަނީ 

ދަސްވެފަހުރުން  ކޮންމެމީހަކަށްވެސް  ދިނުމަކީ  ފަސްޓްއެއިޑް  ދެވޭވަރުވަނީ،  ހަރަކާތްތަކަށްއެކަނި  އޮންނަ  ހުކުރުދުވަހު 

އެތައްފަރުވާ  ދެވޭނެ  ދެވެންދެން  ހަމަޔަށް  ޑޮކްޓަރަކާއި  ކަމެއްދިމާވިޔަސް  ލޯބިވާދަރިފުޅަށް  ތިމާ   ، ވަރަށްމުހިއްމުކަމެއް 

އަޅުގަނޑާއި  ކުދިން  ބައިވެރިވާންބޭނުން  ރެޑްކްރެސެންޓްގަ  އަދިލިބޭއުފަލެއް.  މީލިބޭވަރަށްބޮޑުފަސޭހައެއް  އެހެންވީމަ  އެންހުރޭ, 

މިކަމުގައިބައިވެރިވުމަކީ.”  ގިނަކުދިން  ވީހާވެސް  އިލްތިމާސެއް  އަޅުގަނޑުގެ  ހަމަޖައްސައިދޭނަށް.  ބައްދަލުކުރީމަ 

Mohamed Ibrahim (M.I)
Senior Customs Officer III
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   މިހާހިސާބުން ޝަފީޤް އާގުޅޭގޮތުން އާއިލާގެ ބައެއް މެމްބަރުންނާއި ކަސްޓަމްސް މުވައްޒަފުން ދެކޭގޮތް ޚިއްޞާކޮށްލާނަމެވެ. 

 

    

މަތީގައި މިފާހަގަކޮށްލީ ޝަފީޤްއަށް އެބަޔަކާއި ވަކިނުވެވޭ ފަރާތްތަކުގެ ހިތުގެޝުޢޫރެވެ. ހާމަވެދަނީ ގާތްކަމާއި، އޮންނަލޯތްބެވެ. 

ކުރިންފާޅުކޮށްފައިނުވާބަސްތަކެވެ.

    އަޙްމަދުޝަފީޤްއަކީ ކަސްޓަމްސް ވަޒީފާގެއިތުރުން އާންމުއިޖްތިމާއީ ވަރަށްގިނަ ދާއިރާތަކުގަ އެހީތެރިވެދީ ޢަމަލީގޮތުން 

ބައވެރިވާފަރާތެކެވެ. އެގޮތުންފަތަން ދަސްކޮށްދިނުމާއި، ހިލޭސާބަހަށް ހިންގާ ހަރަކާތްތަކާއި ރެޑްކްރެސެންޓްގެ ހަރަކާތްތައް 

ފާހަގަކު ރެވެއެވެ. ޝަފީޤް ފަރާތުން ބުނެލީ ހިތްހަމަޖެހޭފަހަރާއި، ހިތްހަމަނުޖެހޭ ފަހަރުއަންނާނެ ކަަމަށާއި ތެދުވެރިބައެއްގެ 

ގޮތުގައި އިޚްލާސްތެރި ކަމާއިއެކު ޚިދުމަތްދޭ ބައެއްގެގޮތުގައި އަބަދުވެސް ދެމިތިބެންވާނެކަމަށެވެ. 

   “އަދި ޝަފީޤް ކަސްޓަމްސްގައި  އެންމެ ދެކެން ބޭނުންވާ ދުވަހަކީ ކަސްޓަމްސް މުވައްޒަފުންނަށް ރަނގަޅު ސްކީމެއްގެ 

ދަށުން ބޯހިޔާވަހިކަމެއް ލިބޭނެ ދުވަހެއް ކަމުގައެވެ.“

      

    މީ ކަސްޓަމްސްޖާނަލްގެ ފަރާތުން އަޙްމަދުޝަފީޤްއާއި ގުޅޭގޮތުން ކިޔުންތެރިންނާއިހަމައަށް ގެނެސްދީފައިވާ

މުހިއްމުވާހަކަތަކެވެ. ސީޖޭގެ ޓީމުން އެދެނީ އަޙްމަދުޝަފީޤް އަށް އަދަށްވުރެ ފެހިފަހި މާދަމާއެއް هللاމިންވަރުކޮށް 

ދެއްވުމެވެ. އަދި މި ޕްރޮފައިލް ތައްޔާރުކުރުމުގައި ސީޖޭ ޓީމަށް އެހީތެރިވެދެއްވި ހުރިހާފަރާތްތަކަށް ވަރަށްއިޚްލާސްތެރި 

ޝުކުރެއްދަންނަވަމެވެ.
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Mohamed Moosa
Customs Officer II

STATISTICS

Customs Revenue increases by 20% in July

The total revenue collected through customs duty and other fees and fines during July 
2017 showed an increase of 20% compared to that of July 2016. A total of MVR 252 
million was collected through Customs duty last month. 

The CIF value of goods imported during July increased by 24% compared to July last year. 
Approximately MVR 2.5 billion worth of goods were imported during July 2016, whereas 
this year the figure was recorded at MVR 3.1 billion. Among the top importing countries, 
Singapore recorded the highest with 15% and China at the second with 14%.

The FOB value of goods exported during last July showed an increase of 29% to that of the 
same period last year, which is an increase from MVR 157 million in July 2016 to MVR 202 
million in July 2017. The largest quantity of the exports was to Thailand which is 43% of the 
total exports for the month of July.

For further details please refer to ‘Monthly Statistics Sheet’.
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